Beautiful tungsten look but now LED!

high quality, perfect and utmost beauty in every detail
At Portman Lights, our aim is to design and create unique stage lighting of remarkable quality that intensifies the experience of any event.

Portman Lights was founded in 2016 as a passion for great design by people associated to the stage for many years. First prototypes of Portman’s fixtures were made in 2012.

Our fixtures were used by the most famous, awarded LDs during the biggest concerts, festivals, tv shows around the world.

We work hard everyday in our R&D process to develop new, best quality, beautiful and amazing fixtures.
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ALL FIXTURES
high-quality dimmers and electronics on board

Portman® lights made in Poland, registered and protected designs.
OVERVIEW

- beautiful and high quality
- 5 DMX modes
- 16-bit dimming
- macros + macro control system
- 7 x 3W unique LED filament + RGBW glow
- individual control of each filament and RGBW glow
- 5-PIN XLR connectors
- RDM and W-DMX*
- can be easily installed on a tripod or hung by a clamp

SPECIFICATION

DIMENSIONS
- 63 x 76 x 17 cm

WEIGHT
- 8 kg

INPUT VOLTAGE
- 110V-230V 50Hz/60Hz

COLOR TEMPERATURE
- 1800K + RGBW

POWER CONSUMPTION
- max 75W

DMX CHANNELS
- 5 DMX MODES

OTHER FEATURES
- electronics with macros, RDM and W-DMX*
- built-in display

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
- Poland, EU

CUSTOMIZE YOUR VERSION

COLOR
- black (standard)

COLOR OF REFLECTORS
- silver
- gold (standard)

LIGHT SOURCE
- main - LED filament
glow - RGBW strips

*optional module
P1 RETRO LAMP
OVERVIEW

- beautiful and high quality
- 7 separate DMX channels
- all electronics and dimmers on board
- 7 x 230W halogen
- 3- and 5-PIN XLR connectors
- built-in backlight display
- can be easily installed on a tripod or hung by a clamp

SPECIFICATION

DIMENSIONS

85 x 99 x 17 cm

WEIGHT

12,5 kg

INPUT VOLTAGE

230V 50Hz/60Hz

COLOR TEMPERATURE

2900K

POWER CONSUMPTION

max 2100W

DMX CHANNELS

7

OTHER FEATURES

- all electronics and dimmers on board
- built-in display

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

- Poland, EU

CUSTOMIZE YOUR VERSION

COLOR

- black (standard)

COLOR OF REFLECTORS

- silver (standard)
- gold

LIGHT SOURCE

- halogen
OVERVIEW

- beautiful and high quality
- 6 separate DMX channels
- all electronics and dimmers on board
- 6 x 230W halogen
- 3- and 5-PIN XLR connectors
- built-in backlight display
- can be easily installed on included base or hung by a clamp and build in a matrix

SPECIFICATION

DIMENSIONS

☐ 17 x 21 x 172 cm

WEIGHT

kg 9 kg + 2 kg (base)

INPUT VOLTAGE

△ 230V 50Hz/60Hz

COLOR TEMPERATURE

○ 2900K

POWER CONSUMPTION

⚡ max 1800W

DMX CHANNELS

○ 6

OTHER FEATURES

- all electronics and dimmers on board
- built-in display
- special joining system

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

- Poland, EU

CUSTOMIZE YOUR VERSION

COLOR

- black (standard)

COLOR OF REFLECTORS

- silver (standard)
- gold

LIGHT SOURCE

- halogen (standard)
OVERVIEW

• beautiful and high quality
• 3 separate DMX channels
• all electronics and dimmers on board
• 3 x 230W halogen
• 5-PIN XLR connectors
• built in backlight display
• RDM and WDMX*
• can be easily installed on bigger structures with special rigging system

SPECIFICATION

DIMENSIONS

45 x 40 x 20 cm

WEIGHT

3,5 kg

INPUT VOLTAGE

230V 50Hz/60Hz

COLOR TEMPERATURE

2900K

POWER CONSUMPTION

max 900W

DMX CHANNELS

3

OTHER FEATURES

• all electronics and dimmers on board with RDM, WDMX*
• built-in display
• special rigging system

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

• Poland, EU

CUSTOMIZE YOUR VERSION

COLOR

black (standard)

COLOR OF REFLECTORS

silver (standard)

gold

LIGHT SOURCE

halogen (standard)

*optional module
WHERE TO BUY

Our fixtures are available around the world from the best Distributors in the PRO lighting industry.

Check the list of our Distributors: portmanlights.com/where-to-buy/